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TypeBlaster is a 3D space flight simulator that turns typing practice into play with an immersive arcade-like space combat game.
You get to play with your fingers, your eyes, your ears, your brain, and your brain's new-found ability to quickly visualize hyper-

realistic 3D images of objects while having to memorize words. TypeBlaster also allows you to practice with a dictionary and
play with a few real words. TypeBlaster features numerous game modes, such as the word crunching game, the blitzkrieg game,

the dictionary attack game, the advanced dictionary game, and the final destruction game. You can also play against other
people online or play with your friends on a local network, and challenge yourself by setting the game's difficulty level. There
are also numerous dictionary options and a one-click install option. You can even get the dictionary to speak out the definition.
TypeBlaster is a fun game that has a strong educational impact. You'll be amazed by your brain's ability to quickly visualize 3D
images of objects, even though you've never seen them before! So what are you waiting for? Put on your tinfoil hat, grab the

keyboard, and learn to type with TypeBlaster! TypeBlaster 3D Desktop Toy Basic Features: ￭ Text Editor: TypeBlaster is a text
editor that you can use to make an own dictionary. Then you can select which text you want to use for your dictionary and add it

to the dictionary. You can also add any words to TypeBlaster's dictionary. ￭ Dictionary Attack: TypeBlaster features an
advanced dictionary attack. Using TypeBlaster, you can enter words one-by-one and have the program spell it out for you. If
you've ever tried typing your own words, this will be a great test. ￭ Dictionary: TypeBlaster comes with several dictionaries,

including English, Arabic, French, Spanish, and Chinese. ￭ Word Crunching: TypeBlaster is the ultimate word-crunching game.
Using words from your own dictionary, you have to type out the word as quickly as you can. When the clock runs out, you have
to click on your word and it will be destroyed. Then you can start again and try to blast out the word as fast as you can. ￭ Word

Pressing: TypeBlaster allows you to type out words that you've selected in the dictionary. You
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Keymacro is a powerful virtual keyboard that will boost your typing speed. This virtual keyboard lets you input texts without
using a physical keyboard and mouse. Virtual Keyboard Function: ￭ Typing Enhancer ￭ Smart Typing ￭ Auto Typing ￭ Typing
Assistant ￭ Word Break ￭ Auto Refilling ￭ Word Macros ￭ Preview ￭ Typing Practice ￭ Dictionary Search ￭ Speed Up/Down

￭ Jump to the next text ￭ Themes Support ￭ TTS Engine Support ￭ Desktop Preview ￭ Wallpaper Support ￭ Keyboard
Explorer ￭ Clipboard History ￭ Language Support ￭ Word Selector ￭ Auto Word Selection ￭ Long Text Selection ￭ Code

Word ￭ Word Layout ￭ Paste Result ￭ More Requirements: ￭ Windows 2000, XP, Vista or Windows 7. ￭ The latest release of
Microsoft.NET Framework. ￭ DirectX 9.0 or higher Limitations: ￭ 20 days trial Readme file description: This is a software that
supports to virtual keyboard and it can give us additional keys and it can control to many special effects of virtual keyboard. If
you want to remove the audio dialogs, you need to download "Virtual Keyboard From Source" and run it after TypeBlaster 3D

Desktop Toy. For to change your theme, you need to use the File->Settings->Appearance option. For to remove the
"TypeBlaster 3D Desktop Toy" in the task bar, please change your taskbar's settings (Right Click the toobar->Select
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properties->taskbar->Button to remove). Features: ￭ Creates a virtual keyboard that you can use without a keyboard and a
mouse. ￭ Has powerful editing functions ￭ Over 30 languages ￭ 50 new key added. ￭ Customizable themes. ￭ Can add audio
controls ￭ Can add a menu bar ￭ Can add a toolbar. ￭ Can hide the menu bar. ￭ Has customizable shortcuts. ￭ Allows you to

save your custom settings. ￭ Includes a program-wide auto 1d6a3396d6
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TypeBlaster 3D Desktop Toy 

TypeBlaster 3D Desktop Toy is an immersive, arcade-style space flight simulator. Onboard a satellite orbiting the Earth, you
control a robotic spacecraft armed with two types of powerful weapons: the Laser Pulse and the Big Bang. Each weapon has its
own quirks and characteristics, while your ship's power-up will determine your devastating accuracy and attack power. Play the
game in either arcade or training mode and challenge your friends to see who can score the most points! The game includes a
built-in dictionary for all your spell checking needs, plus a full text-to-speech voice capability that can read you the words you
type! Your dictionary can also be easily edited using the built-in editor. TypeBlaster 3D Desktop Toy is an immersive, arcade-
style space flight simulator. Onboard a satellite orbiting the Earth, you control a robotic spacecraft armed with two types of
powerful weapons: the Laser Pulse and the Big Bang. Each weapon has its own quirks and characteristics, while your ship's
power-up will determine your devastating accuracy and attack power. Play the game in either arcade or training mode and
challenge your friends to see who can score the most points! The game includes a built-in dictionary for all your spell checking
needs, plus a full text-to-speech voice capability that can read you the words you type! Your dictionary can also be easily edited
using the built-in editor. Features: * A big 3D space simulator. There are no limitations to your joystick movement! * Fly your
spacecraft across a 3D Solar System with unlimited zoom. * Enjoy some of the most realistic 3D graphics in a desktop game. *
Configurable controls for a variety of platforms, including joystick, keyboard, and mouse. * An adjustable framerate for a
smooth arcade experience. * Sound support for the PC version. * Wide selection of space items, including 3D space vehicles,
real space ships, 3D missiles and debris, virtual space stations, and all kinds of other objects and space debris. * A customizable
dictionary that has a wide variety of words for you to explore. * This game will not be suitable for those below the age of 16.
Version 1.1.1.0 Released on 2010-06-21 87.33 MB Downloadable from Requires: TypeBlaster is a 3D

What's New In?
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10 (64-bit Operating System). Dual/Quad-Core Processor or equivalent. 1GB of RAM
(2GB recommended) (32-bit Operating System) 500 MB of available hard disk space. DirectX 9.0c Internet connection.
DirectX-compatible graphics card. Recommended: Dual/Quad-Core Processor
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